Fuller Lodge Art Center
2132 Central Ave.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-1635

1st-2nd Grade
2019 Spring
$30 per session –1pm to 4pm

Registration opens Saturday, December 15, 2018
Register online at fullerlodgeartcenter.com/kids-class-registration/
1/23: Mosaic Magic (Jen Moss): We will design and create a mosaic tile by gluing then grouting tiles on a variety of forms.
1/30: Lions (Susanne Harrison): Learn to draw and paint lions. Then create a finished painting with a bright colorful sunrise
background on canvas board and a silhouette of lions.
2/6: Where the Wild Things Are! (Ellen Mancini): Read and enjoy a favorite fantasy story of a boy’s night time encounter with wild
and funny monsters by Maurice Sendak. Decide which is the most wild and favorite character to create by drawing on large
tagboard. Cut out and decorate in a wild fashion!
2/13: Valentine Workshop (Liz Martineau): Make valentine postcards and cards for your family and friends using a variety of
techniques and mixed media, including pop-ups, paint, stamping, glitter, and stencils.
2/20: Sgraffito (Dee Homans): Make your own scratch boards. Then draw on them revealing the colors underneath.
2/27: Monet Sponge Painting (Elizabeth Brosha): View the art of Monet's "Water Lilies" as an inspiration. Play with different paint
techniques to create an impressionist-style painting.
3/6: Animal Sculpture (Ellen Mancini): Sculpt your favorite animal or your pet. Use cardboard tubes to create the
framework, add glue and paper strips, then colorful tissue to bring your animal sculpture to life!
3/13: Wood Scrap Sculpture (Dee Homans): Make imaginative constructions using scraps of wood and glue guns. Then paint them!

March 14-15: CONFERENCE WEEK 1st-3rd Grade

For Conference Week, we will be combining three grades: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
3/14 AM: Egg, Feather, Nest Part I (Elizabeth Brosha): Celebrate Spring with a mixed media clay project! Use air-dry clay, paper,
paint, and twigs to make a 3-D bird nest sculpture!
3/14 PM: Eiffel Tower Painting (Ellen Mancini): Explore the complex linear construction of the famous Parisian wonder.
Make your own masterpiece using black glue to design the tower and water color to paint in a background of magical colors!
3/15 AM: Egg, Feather, Nest Part II (Elizabeth Brosha): Continuation of Part I.
3/15 PM: Abstract Springtime Art (Susanne Harrison): Create a colorful image of springtime using a shaving cream and felt
printmaking processes.
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3/20: Under the Sea (Dee Homans): Use watercolors to paint underwater scenes.
4/3: Double Bubble (Liz Martineau): Two bubble art projects on one day! 1) Mix bubble solution and paint, and then use it to blow
bubble pictures. 2) Use oil pastels to draw colorful bubbles on black paper.
4/10: Lovely Llamas (Elizabeth Brosha): Llamas are so popular right now! Learn to draw a portrait of a llama with a geometric
Peruvian inspired backdrop. Learn mixed media drawing techniques to complete your art.
4/17: Clay! Part I (Dee Homans): Make exciting projects out of clay!
4/24: Clay! Part II (Dee Homans): Continuation of Part I.
5/1: Bugs, Bugs, Bugs! (Elizabeth Brosha): Make 3-D bugs in all shapes and colors! Inspired by the book "A Beetle is Shy", use
popsicle sticks, straws and other recyclable materials to create large or small scale bugs.
5/8: Eye of the Dragon (Susanne Harrison): Draw and paint a closeup version of a dragon’s eye.
5/15: The NAME Sculpture (Susanne Harrison): Create a sculpture using the letters of your first name. We’ll have letter stencils to
trace on heavy paper, decorate each letter with crayons, markers and watercolor paint. Then use each letter as a building block to
create a one of a kind sculpture.

Register online at fullerlodgeartcenter.com/kids-class-registration/

Cancelation Policy
Early registration is highly recommended. Every class needs a minimum of 4 students. If the class does not
meet that requirement within three days of its scheduled start date, the class will be canceled.
If a class has been canceled, all students will receive a full refund.
If you call to cancel no later than one week prior to the start of class, the Fuller Lodge Art Center will reimburse
you your registration fee, less $5. For any cancellations made during the week the class is scheduled (less
than 7 days prior), we cannot offer a refund.

